INSTRUCTIONS:
Excessive force is not necessary. Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be re-attached if separation does occur. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

1 TRANSPORTATION MODE

2 Front Leg
Raise animal front legs. Rotate tracks down. Open chest panels and raise robot arms.

3 Tracks
Raise tracks, rotate feet up and close and lower tracks. Flip front skis under.

4 Back PANEL
Flip back panel up and over exposing robot head. Rub hidden Energon Chip to reveal true allegiance. Close chest panels.

5 Arms
Swing animal front legs forward. Rotate entire lower section behind back.

6 Back PANEL
Pivot animal front legs back. Separate animal head halves. Remove horn, weapon and set aside.

7 A.
A. Open outer side panels. B. Slide inner side panels out and rotate downward. Extend and lower the legs. C. Push inner side panels in. Pivot hips inward and up to form robot legs as shown.

Place weapon in robot hand and position arms as shown.

Reverse the order of the instructions to convert back into Rhinox.

Have an adult cut along dotted lines.